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Computation of the Force Density inside the
Channel of an Electromagnetic Pump Using
Hermite Projection
N. TAKORABET, IEEE member

Abstract-- The paper presents a coupled model of linear
induction pump for liquid metal. The magnetic filed in the
motionless domains is computed by finite elements analysis while
the filed inside the moving parts are computed by Fourier
transform and spectral decomposition on Hermite basis. The
paper is focused on the analysis of the force density according to
the current supply and speed variations.
Index Terms-- eddy currents, finite element methods, linear
induction pumps, force density, Hermite functions
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I. INTRODUCTION

the industrial processes dealing with molten metals,
electromagnetic devices are used to move liquid metal such
as aluminum or sodium. Linear induction pumps are devices
creating sliding waves inducing currents inside the liquid metal
that is moved thanks to the forces created by the induction
phenomenon [1]. If finite element method is adopted, the main
difficulty encountered when simulating such devices is caused
by the convective terms v × B due to the movement, where B
is the flux density and v is the velocity. This difficulty can be
avoided by using some techniques that are very efficient in the
case of rotating induction motors where a discrete spectrum of
space harmonics is in presence [2, 3, 4]. However, these
methods are not adapted for linear induction motor which is
characterized by a continuous spectrum of space harmonics. A
combined method using Fourier and transform finite elements
analysis leads to introduce a convolution relation between the
magnetic vector potential and its normal derivative on the
boundary of the moving parts is developed and tested [5]. This
method allows computing the electromagnetic field
distribution in the motionless parts of the device by Hermite
spectral decomposition. Indeed, the projection on orthogonal
basis of Hermite functions allows computing simultaneously
the fields and their Fourier transform. The external
performances of the linear pump can be computed as quadratic
forms of the supply currents. Then an optimization process can
be performed to define the optimal supply currents satisfying a
N
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given criterion [6]. For this purpose, the field inside the
moving parts is not computed and all the numerical
computations are performed in the motionless parts of the
device.
The aim of this paper is to compute the force density field
inside the moving parts and to analyze it when the supply is
modified. Thanks to the projection on the Hermite orthogonal
basis, the computation of the output mechanical power is
achieved with a simplified expression.
II. ELECTROMAGNETIC MODEL
In a 2D approximation, we can use a magnetic vector
potential (mvp) owning one component in the z-direction
while Fig. 1 shows a cross section of the device in the (x-y)
plan. The motionless domain contains the stator armature and
the air while the moving domain D of boundary ∂D , is the
liquid metal. This later, of a thickness 2α , present an electric
conductivity σ and a magnetic permeability µ . The air gap,

of thickness β, is made of ceramic owning electromagnetic
characteristics close to those of the air and gives an efficient
thermal insulation. Thanks to the symmetry, only half a device
is represented. The power supply is sinusoidal and the
saturation of ferromagnetic materials is not taken into account
so a complex representation G ( x, y ) of sinusoidal quantities
g ( x, y , t ) is adopted. Indeed, the large air-gap leads to have
weak values of the flux density in the iron, so it is never
saturated. More, the domain D is invariant along the direction
of the movement so it does not generate additional time
harmonics.
In this study the liquid metal is considered homogenous with
a constant speed v along the x-direction. The speed variation
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Fig. 1. Definition of the domains and their properties
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along the viscous boundary layer is neglected. Because of the
no periodicity of the structure, Fourier transform Aˆ ( k , y ) of

the magnetic vector potential (mvp) A ( x, y ) is introduced.
Since A ∈ L ²(D ) , we have :
Aˆ ( k , y ) =

R

A ( x, y ) exp( −2 jπk )dx

(1)

R

N

Aˆ (k , y ) exp( +2 jπk )dk

(2)

The mvp inside the domain D is governed by:

∂² A ∂² A
∂A
+
= jµσ (ωA + v
)
∂x ² ∂y ²
∂x

in D

(3)

with : ∂A / ∂y = 0
on y = 0
Using the Fourier transform, these problem can be written :
∂ ² Aˆ
= ϕ ²(k ) Aˆ
∂y ²

in D

Aˆ ( k , y ) = C1 cosh[ϕ ( k ) y ]

(4)

g (u ) A ( x − u,α )du

N

α nψˆ n ( k )

(10)

n =0

Aˆ ( k , yi ) =

N

α nψˆ n

N

(5)

cosh[ϕ ( k ) yi ]
cosh[ϕ ( k )α ]

(11)

α mi ψ m ( x )

(6)

(7)

This convolution is introduced in a finite elements analysis
by using a projection on the basis of Hermite functions Ψn . In
fact, Ψn functions are obtained from Hermite orthogonal

(12)

m= 0

where: α mi =

So we have :
R

Aˆ ( k ,α ) =

A ( x, yi ) =

gˆ ( k ) = ( µ 0 / µ ) ϕ ( k ) tanh[ϕ ( k )]

∂A
( x ,α ) =
∂y

Using the property of the ψ n with respect to Fourier
transform, we can write :

n =0

Resolving this equation one can determine that Â on the
boundary ∂D and its normal derivative are linked by :

−

(9)

Thanks to the properties of the chosen basis, we have:

where C1 is a constant.

∂Aˆ
(k , α ) = gˆ ( k ) Aˆ ( k , α )
∂y

α nψ n ( x )
n =0

So using (10) and (5) one can determine the Fourier transform
of the mvp at any level y = yi ∈ [0, α ] inside the secondary.

with: ∂Aˆ / ∂y = 0
on y = 0
and:
ϕ ²( k ) = 4π ² k ² + jωµσ (1 + kv / f )
The solution of such equation is of the form :

where:

n = 0,1,... N . N is the order of the approximation of the mvp on
the Hermite basis. The details of the method are well described
in [5, 6]. After resolution, the mvp is determined in the
motionless domain an in particular, on the boundary ∂D . It is
of the form:

A ( x ,α ) =

and reciprocally,
A (k , y ) =

currentless while the mvp on ∂D is A ( x,α ) = ψ n ( x ),

N

αn
n =0

R

cosh[ϕ ( k ) yi ]
ψˆ n ( k )ψˆ m* ( k )dk
cosh[ϕ ( k )α ]

(13)

By this way, the mvp inside the secondary is determined at
different layers y = yi by its spectral decomposition on the
Hermite basis. So if a regular mesh is performed on the
secondary that coincides on the different layers, the mvp can
be determined and drown anywhere in the device :
- by FE analysis in the motionless domain
- by (12) in the moving domain.
The flux lines are drown using the connected meshes and
shown on Fig. 2. One can clearly see that the fields are well
connected and the boundary conditions on ∂D are well
respected. The effect on the velocity is observed by the
deformation of the lines in the direction of the movement.

polynomials and present the property of being invariant with
respect to Fourier transform.

ψˆ n ( k ) =

R

ψ n ( k ) exp( −2 jπkx )dx = (− j )nψ n ( k )

(8)

Under the hypothesis of linear magnetization curve b(h) of
ferromagnetic materials, a superposition principle is applied. It
consists in solving two groups of elementary problems and
obtain elementary fields that are combined with the
convolution (7) to obtain the coupling of the final solution in
the motionless domain. In the first group, the mvp on the
boundary ∂D is set to zero while the slots are supplied with
unit current supply. In the second group, the slots are

v

Fig. 2. Connecting flux lines between moving and montionless domains.
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III. COMPUTATION OF THE FORCE DENSITY
The current density inside the secondary is given by:
J = σ [ jωA + v × (∇ × A)]

(14)

The mean value of the force density inside the secondary is :
(15)
F = J × (∇ × A)
The pulsating component of the force density is not taken into
account in (15). Its effect on the power conversion is
negligible since the period of pulsations is too small compared
to the typical time scale of the motion of the liquid metal.
Projecting (15) on the (x-y) axes, the two components f x and
f y are:
f x = σωℑ A

∂A *
∂A
− σv
∂x
∂x

2

(16)

∂A *
∂A ∂A *
f y = σωℑ A
− σv ℜ
∂y
∂x ∂y

f x(x,y i ) = σ

ψ n(x)ψ m(x) ωℑ α ni γ mi

*

− σ γ ni γ mi

⊗

⊗

Coil pitch = 5
Fig. 3. Representation of the stator winding

fx [kN.m-3]

*

n,m= 0

(17)

N

f y (x,y i ) = σ

component for two values of the relative speed v r which is the
ratio of the speed v and a reference speed. The fore density
field is translated in the direction of the movement and some
perturbations appears. Another way to analyze the force
density consists in performing the Hodge-Helmholtz

⊗

where ℜ and ℑ mean “real part” and “imaginary part”
respectively. Equations (16) are then projected on Hermite
basis and expressed at different layers y = yi to obtain :
N

component presents an anti-symmetric shape in the y-direction.
A vectorial visualization of the force field is presented in Fig.
5. It shows that the liquid metal is compressed in the ydirection while it is moved in the x-direction. An interesting
conclusion is that the optimization process leads to a quite
regular force field especially in the x-direction. A symmetry
with respect to the axis x = 0 of the force fields are obtained
because there is no movement of the fluid ( v = 0 ). If the same
process is performed at a non zero speed, the force distribution
is modified by the movement. Figure 6 shows the f x

ψ n(x)ψ m(x) ωℑ

*
α ni β mi

−σ ℜ

*
γ ni β mi

n,m= 0

with :

β ni =
γ ni

N

αm
m=0
N

αm

=
m= 0

R

ϕ(k)

sinh[ϕ(k) yi ]
ψˆ n (k)ψ m* (k) dk
cosh[ϕ(k) a ]

cosh[ϕ(k) yi ]
2 jπk
ψˆ n (k)ψ m* (k) dk
cosh[ϕ(k) a ]
R

(18)

fy[kN.m-3]

As the coefficients α ni , that are given by (13), the
coefficients β mi and γ mi are deduced from the spectral
decomposition of the mvp on the boundary ∂D thanks to the
orthogonality of the ψ n functions. These coefficients
correspond to the projection of the derivatives ∂A / ∂x and
∂A / ∂y of the mvp on the Hermite basis.
The case of linear pump with 18 slots stator armature is
studied. The stator double layers winding is made up with 13
coils of a 5 slots pitch (Fig. 3). The optimization process is
performed in the motionless domain to determine the 13
currents maximizing the force as well presented in [5] for
v = 0 . Using this optimal distribution of the currents, the force
field is computed by (17) and shown in Fig. 4 through the tow
components f x and f y . The f x components presents a
regular shape almost constant in the y-direction and decreases
slightly at the extremities of the device. In all the following
figures, the channel is zoomed in the y-direction. The f y

Fig. 4. Force density inside the secondary

f x and f y at v = 0

Fig.5 . Force density inside the secondary (vectorial representation ( v

= 0 ))

4
x=0 axis

This expression gives the total pressure acting on the liquid
metal and its is equal to the total force along the x-direction
over the cross section of the channel. This same force can be
computed in the motionless domain like in [5]. Figure 7 shows
the evolution of the pressure along the x-direction for different
values of the relative speed. The maximum values of P(x )
correspond to ∆P . One can see the highest value of ∆P is
obtained for v r = 0.25 . The stand still ( v r = 0 ) value of the
pressure is to weak.

fx [kN.m-3]

vr=0.5

fx [kN.m-3]

V. CONCLUSION

vr=0.75

Fig. 6. Force density in the secondary

f x for different values of the speed

decomposition of the force field and to evaluate the rotational
and gradient parts of the force [8]. This method is well
described in [7] and gives a global view of the rotational and
gradient component of the force field.

A model of linear induction pumps is developed by using a
coupled method combining finite element analysis and Fourier
transform. The connection of the two methods is performed by
a projection on Hermite basis that is invariant with respect to
Fourier transform. The force density inside the secondary is
determined and analyzed according to the changes made on the
power supply and the velocity. A visualization of the fields
leads to appreciate the effect of the velocity on the force
distribution inside the channel. The use of Hermite orthogonal
basis is very powerful and allows determining the
performances by simplified expressions.
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Fig. 7. Evolution of the pressure long the channel for different speeds.

